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Message from Ken Sexton

Over the past 50 years, people have wondered why I started a business
specializing in drywall when no similar companies existed in Western
Canada at the time.
In the late 1960s, drywall was the product of
the future as plaster tradespeople were retiring
and being replaced by those trained to install
and finish drywall. But few lumber dealers were eager to
sell and deliver drywall because it required careful handling
in order to avoid damaging it.

It was this realization that led me to believe there was a
future in having a company specialized in supplying what we
now call the “wall and ceiling” industry. I felt certain if I
could create a company that could deliver this new product
undamaged, on time and placed where the customer
wanted, that not only would drywall installers deal with me,
but the lumber dealers would be happy to have this
troublesome product off their hands.

The decision to start Kenroc was not easy. I left a position as
general manager of Bird Building Materials in Regina to
become my own boss, knowing I would have to work a lot
harder than ever to make it a success. There was a lot of risk
involved in starting this new business model but I felt it was
a logical business decision based on my years of experience
in the building material business.

I was very fortunate others believed in me. My wife, Bette,
not only supported my decision but worked tirelessly for the
company during its formative years. Vic Winik from Bird
Building Materials agreed to work for me - a risky decision
as he had a family and his wonderful wife, Janice, probably
had her doubts.

Vic deserves a lot of credit for Kenroc’s success because he
was a consummate perfectionist and a wonderful example to
those who worked in the yard and on the trucks - some of
whom still work for us today. I also owe a debt of gratitude
to the many people who have worked for Kenroc throughout
the years - right from day one up until today.

Other events and decisions allowed Kenroc to not only
survive over the past 50 years, but prosper. The decision not
to use bank money to expand was key. When times got
tough, we had money in the bank to tide us over and the fact
that our equipment and buildings were paid for meant that
they couldn't be taken away in hard times. When interest
rates hit 18 per cent or higher in the mid 1980s, we were not
only able to survive but expand while some competitors
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went out of business or were bought out at bargain prices
because of unsustainable bank debt. We have been
positioned to take advantage of the good times and weather
the tough times.
Another factor in our continued growth and success has
been having the good fortune to hire and develop good
managers and upper level executives such as Bob Mondy,
Steve Buckle, Brian McCormick and others.

The arrival of Brian Kusisto was a turning point in the
company. His first job as manager of Kenroc, Regina freed
me to expand the company. His ascension to the position of
president has been one of the most significant developments
in the history of the company. Brian has truly been
instrumental in bringing my vision of Kenroc to life, and in
recent years he has created his own vision for the company
and made it happen. He is an integral part of our family in
every way and has been a pillar of strength through some
very difficult times.

If I had been asked 50 years ago whether I thought that
Kenroc would still be around in 2017, my answer would
probably have been "I hope so." But I doubt I could have
imagined what that little shack on North Railway Street in
Regina would become.

I am proud of what the people in this company have
accomplished because I know that without their creativity,
perseverance and hard work, Kenroc would not have made it
to this important anniversary. Kenroc today is the company
we have built.

Ken Sexton

Message from the President

Fifty years ago, Ken Sexton had a vision – to build a business in Regina
specializing in supplying drywall to the emerging drywall trade.
In all of Kenroc’s operations, we offer a full menu of services
with the equipment needed to place product in the job as
required, and every day commit to delivering as promised
and with the order complete.
We have a history of strong business relationships with key
manufacturers whose products our customers install today.
Through our associated company, Sexton Group, one of the
fastest growing independent buying groups in Canada, we
have the ability to access these products very competitively
and the ability to provide assured supply.

This is the original Saskatoon location in 1976.

He decided to call that business Kenroc and he
and his family committed to his vision. The family
undertook the daunting task of raising the money required
to start Kenroc by selling the family cottage, and then
borrowing as much as they possibly could.

The Sextons opened Kenroc on April 10, 1967 on a rented
property with only a shack and outhouse for buildings, with
a used forklift, a used truck with questionable brakes and a
dream.

Fifty years later, where has Ken’s vision led? Kenroc is a
market leader with 16 locations across Western Canada.
What started humbly in 1967 as a very small family business
with one employee has expanded to become an organization
with close to 350 hard-working team members contributing
to our success.

Throughout 2017, we will recognize and celebrate Kenroc’s
first 50 years in business and those who made success
possible – our customers and our team. At the same time,
we will continue to work hard to build on our momentum
from the past 50 years and begin our second half century
with an ongoing commitment to our vision of being the best.

Thank you and all the best for
an enjoyable, safe and
successful future.

Kenroc’s business approach has remained constant. We go
to work every day understanding we have to earn your
business and are grateful that so many customers have
allowed us to do that.

We have maintained our focus on providing superior service
to the drywall trade. Our breadth of product selection has
grown over the years as drywall contractors expanded their
scope to include commercial ceilings, EIFS products, steel
framing, stucco and insulation which are now a significant
part of many of our customers’ businesses and thus ours. In
2007, we added residential roofing products to our mix and
now have earned the right to supply many roofing contractor
customers.

Bryan Kusisto
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“Business is about people and when you’re dealing
with good people it’s easier to create and maintain
lasting relationships . . . Keep doing what got them
to this point and I’m sure they’d have no problem
going another 75 years.”
Steve Schell, Hutchings Drywall, Edmonton

“You couldn’t find two nicer people than Ken and
Bette. Yes, we did business together and we did
business together for a long time (almost 40 years).
But throughout our business relationship I always
viewed them as friends. People came first to them and
I think that’s a major reason in their business success.”
Morris Shynkaruk, Unique Drywall, Saskatoon

Ken said it best.

“Our 50 years in business is
about customers and
employees.”

“It comes down to the people they have in their
branch and their management -- just good
intentioned people. They’re running their own
business while they have your interests at heart. They
want to look after their customer and believe in
trying to help their customers. They are really trying
to promote the customers’ well-being as a company.”
Kevin Stanwood, Winwood Construction Ltd. – Calgary

“Ken Sexton is still involved with the company. You
don’t hear that too often. Lots of guys will sell out and
he just keeps going. The milestone shows how
someone can have that kind of passion with his own
business to keep it going instead of selling out. That
speaks volumes. A family business is run that way.”
Robert Dunlop, A. Clark Roofing & Siding LP, Edmonton

“Ken was always involved in the company. It didn’t

matter if he stepped back and allowed other people to
run the company, Ken was always involved. Our
customers loved that. When Ken came to town, he
wanted to meet the staff and the customers. He had
many excellent relationships and talked to everyone.
He set a tremendous example for the rest of us.”
Bruce Bryan, long-time Kenroc employee, Saskatoon,
Calgary, Regina
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LEFT: The original
character t-shirt design
along with the Team
Kenroc theme used in
the 1990s on employee
shirts and hats.

BELOW: Corner clips
were an early and very
successful promotion
of Ken Sexton’s. He
didn’t invent them,
but his marketing
made them an
industry staple.

Being creative helped Ken draw interest and generate sales.
These are a few samples of that creativity.
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The story of KENROC

You don’t stay in business
for 50 years without
learning what it takes to
be successful.
Ken Sexton has learned plenty. Over the years, he
shared with his team the lessons that experience taught him
as he built Kenroc Building Materials Co. Ltd.

Now as the company reaches the milestone of being in
business for half a century, those at Kenroc are sharing
these lessons to celebrate what has been built.
Ken and Bette Sexton

LESSON ONE

First and foremost: Satisfy a need

In 1967, Ken Sexton had a good job and a young family.

The 38-year-old was running the building supply
division of Bird Construction Ltd., a Regina
builder.

Seeing an under-served market and a demand in Western
Canada for homes and commercial buildings sparked an
idea.

He recognized the emerging drywall trade in Regina could
use a dedicated supplier. Like plumbers and electricians,
drywall contractors needed an independent source for
supplies and the tools of their trade.

He would do it himself.

“Ken decided this is what we were going to do. It was a
matter of getting some money together, so he sold the
cottage we had and was able to borrow from a bank,” said
Bette Sexton, his wife.
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That year, Sexton invested $3,500 to launch Kenroc.

It was the first business in Western Canada dedicated to
providing service to the emerging drywall contractor trade.

“When you start out in business, the goal is simply to
survive. I would think the focus for the family in those early
years was survival,” said Brian Kusisto, president of Kenroc
and all its operating entities.

In its third month of being in business, Kenroc turned a
profit of $1.41 and has never looked back.

Starting out small but always having a grander vision of
what the business could provide and become helped Sexton
build Kenroc into what you know today.

LESSON TWO

Start modestly and grow

The original building was so small, you couldn’t have more than
three people in there at one time.

This was the second Regina location, also on North Railway Avenue. It had a permanent storage building.

Kenroc started small.

In 1967, Ken Sexton invested $3,500 to launch Regina’s first
supply house catering exclusively to the drywall trade.

Even then, $3,500 was not much to get started. Kenroc’s
first building was on the small side, on a rented lot next to
the railway line in Regina’s core neighbourhood near Taylor
Field.
“The original building was so small, you couldn’t have more
than three people in there at one time,” said Jim Sexton,
Ken Sexton’s son, who remembers visiting for the first time
as a 10-year-old.

“If mom and dad were in there and two customers came in,
someone had to leave the building because it was that
small.”

Vic Winik was one of Kenroc’s first employees. He drove a
rickety forklift and an old truck with questionable brakes.
They battled the weather, putting up modest structures to
try to protect their products.

But that modest start was enough to get them going. Winik
kept the vehicles running, took orders, made deliveries and
managed the tiny Kenroc yard.

Sexton relied on his talent for sales and promotion to get
customers. Combined with good timing, that gave him a
running start as the company rode an upswing in the Regina
housing market.

Once Kenroc was on its feet, new employees arrived. A few
contractors followed Sexton from Bird Construction to his
new company.
By 1969, Kenroc bought a former Co-op property on the
other side of the railyard that had covered storage for
materials.

As the company's resources permitted and opportunities
arose, the company evolved and expanded into other key
markets across Western Canada.
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LESSON THREE

Provide a benefit the customer can’t find anywhere else
“Primarily I'm a businessman, and what businessmen do is
they find a need and fill it," Sexton says. "This is why I
started Kenroc: I saw the need."

Kenroc always looked to offer service competitors couldn’t
match, such as superior delivery. Kenroc uses its own
drivers and delivery specialists who understand the needs of
contractors and learn from each customer. Today, Kenroc
uses the best available delivery trucks equipped with
forklifts and cranes.

“Everyone (in our industry) sells the same products,” said
Bruce Bryan, the first general manager at the Saskatoon
branch.

“You need to separate yourself from your competitors by
providing better service and better employees because the
product is the same.”

Kenroc’s longest serving employee – George Diewold – was
hired in 1976. He worked in many areas, including sales,
where he saw how personalized attention made a difference.

“At a sales seminar, they asked what our closing rate was,”
said Diewold, who today is the manager of Sexton Trucking.
“When I answered 90 per cent, they said that was impossible
– until I explained we negotiate price based on the
customer’s service request.”

Ralph Wilcott of Eltex Enterprises needed deliveries done
better. He was losing patience with the company he was
working with during the late 1990s.

This is how drywall was placed into high rise buildings. Practices
have been updated as safety requirements have evolved.

In the early days of Kenroc, Ken Sexton needed
to attract new customers without starting a
price war. Established contractors were hesitant and it
cost them little to stay loyal to their current suppliers.

So Sexton visited new building sites in Regina where some
were building their own homes and numerous small-scale
builders were building on spec. It was the way it was done in
the late 1960s.

To win their business, Sexton pitched that he would deliver
drywall at a good price, but also haul the waste after they
finished installing. Kenroc’s competitors weren’t interested
in the cleanup. It gave Kenroc an edge, keeping its trucks
busy and its product moving.
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“They weren’t performing and getting the job done. But
there was a guy from Kenroc, Rod Kobzey, who kept
bringing donuts and his business card to the office,” said
Wilcott, who was working in Vancouver at the time.

After he was let down once again by the other company, he
decided a change was necessary.

“So I said, ‘Call that guy from Kenroc.’ That was in 1998.
We’ve been with Kenroc ever since.”
The reason is simple.“

They did it the way it needed to be done. They’ve given us
excellent service all the years we’ve been with them.”

“I’ve had the competition come by several times and I’ve told
them we’re happy with Kenroc,” said Wilcott, who has since
moved his business to Calgary, building 10 towers in 2012
using Kenroc as a supplier.

LESSON FOUR

Grow within your means

Kenroc remained a Regina-only operation until the mid-1970s.
"We don't know how blessed we are for the investment Ken
made in the early days," says Kusisto.

“His approach has always been that you don't buy it until
you can afford it. As a result, this company has never had
debt issues.”

A third Kenroc location – this time in Winnipeg -- opened in
1985. That year Kenroc and its customers also needed to be
more competitive in pricing. The Sexton Group launched,
creating a buying group to secure volume discounts for all its
products.

Fort McMurray location

As the company's resources permitted and
opportunities arose, the company evolved and
expanded into other key markets across
Western Canada.

“Lots of companies would do five-year plans,” said Brian
Kusisto, president of Kenroc and all its operating entities.

“We typically haven’t done five-year plans, but when we see
an opportunity, we assess and analyze it very quickly and if
it’s good, then we move on it. We are very good at executing
on those opportunities.”

“Kenroc is what I would call conservative in nature,” said
Brian McCormick, vice president of Kenroc.

“But one thing that is not conservative is our ability to adapt
and execute in changing markets and changing economic
times over the past 50 years.”

Over the years, 15 more locations have been opened.
Saskatoon was the second, opening in 1976.

In the mid-1980s, when interest rates were in the double
digits and many businesses struggled, Kenroc expanded. This
was because of how Sexton ran the business in the 1960s and
1970s — by not borrowing money and reinvesting profits.

A year later, stores opened in Calgary and Edmonton. A
partnership in the highway trucking business began,
allowing Kenroc to obtain product as quickly as needed.

Then in 1994, Kenroc entered B.C., establishing branches in
Burnaby and Langley. Three years later, another opened in
Prince George.

Being in a position of financial strength meant Kenroc could
act quickly. In 2005, it saw an opportunity in one of Western
Canada’s hottest market. It learned on a Wednesday a
business would be available, closed the deal by Friday, spent
the weekend taking inventory, then opened Kenroc Fort
McMurray on the following Monday.

In addition to opening new operations, Kenroc has invested
in either new facilities or substantial improvements in
existing operations in Calgary, Edmonton, Regina,
Saskatoon, Winnipeg, Prince George and Red Deer in the
past 10 years.

Kenroc also grew by gradually expanding its product mix. It
was the first in Regina to carry innovative products such as
steel stud and textured ceilings. In 2007, after four decades
in the wall and ceiling business, Kenroc added roofing
supplies to its mix.

Then a location opened in Red Deer in 2009. In the spring
of 2014, three more were added in Medicine Hat, Kamloops
and Kelowna.

The 50th year in business will be marked by the opening of a new
operation in greater Victoria on Vancouver Island, B.C.
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The growth of KENROC

1967

Ken Sexton opens Kenroc to supply the
emerging gypsum drywall trade. He invests
$3,500 in a small leased lot by the railroad
tracks in Regina.
REGINA

1976

Kenroc Saskatoon opens.
Until now, Kenroc has been a
Regina-only operation.

SASKATOON

1981

Pan-Brick starts in Regina to make brick walls more
builder-friendly like drywall. The technology was
purchased from DuPont Canada. This operation ceased in
1986, but in 1994, Pan-Brick entered into a management
contract to set up and manage a manufacturing facility for
Okamoto Canada Limited.

1985

The company embarks on a period of rapid
growth.

Kenroc Winnipeg opens. The Sexton Group
was created as well to pool the purchasing
power of Kenroc and independent building
supply yards and their customers.

WINNIPEG

1986

Kenroc buys the Gemini Drywall Supply operations in Calgary and Edmonton.

Builders Choice Products Ltd. was created in 1986 to buy
specialized drywall tools at caselot and volume discounts
for Kenroc stores and other customers.

EDMONTON
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That same year, Kenroc enters a partnership in the longhaul trucking business.

1994

1992

Kenroc opens two drywall building
supply yards – in Burnaby and Mitchell
Island (which was later moved to
Langley and then merged into Burnaby.)

Kenroc entered more new territory with a
short-lived partnership in Minneapolis in
1992.

1996

Another Kenroc location is opened in Prince
George in 1996.

Kenroc entered more new territory with a
short-lived partnership in Minneapolis in
1992.

1999

A second Minneapolis venture opened,
closing in 2007.

PRINCE GEORGE

2005

Major investments were made during
the 2000s.

A Kenroc branch was opened in Fort
McMurray.

FORT MCMURRAY

WINNIPEG

The Kenroc Winnipeg store and
warehouse was renovated and rebuilt.

2007

Kenroc entered the roofing
supply business in its market
areas.

An existing business was
purchased by Kenroc to become
the Chilliwack location.

2008

A new 55,000 sq. ft. building in
Regina was completed, resulting in
Kenroc, Builder’s Choice, Sexton
Trucking and Okamoto Canada
Limited sharing one facility.

CALGARY

REGINA

A second operation is established in
Calgary to service the growing

roofing business.

A new corporate-wide customer point
of sale information system was
implemented to better meet the
information requirements of
customers and the business.
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The growth of KENROC

2009

Operations in Burnaby relocated to a larger facility in Coquitlam. Operations
in the B.C. lower mainland were reorganized with Kenroc Coquitlam and
Kenroc Chilliwack branches becoming the responsibility of one regional
general manager.
A new Kenroc branch was opened in Red Deer.
New equipment, technology and larger facilities become part of an ongoing
expansion to meet the needs of Kenroc and its customers.

COQUITLAM

2011

A new building was purchased
for Red Deer.

New premises were acquired in
Edmonton and Calgary.
RED DEER

CALGARY

EDMONTON

2012

Kenroc opened a store in
Vancouver to provide convenient
pickup service to those working
downtown.

2014

A very busy year with new operations opened
in Medicine Hat, Kelowna, and Kamloops.

2013

A new building was built for
Saskatoon.

MEDICINE HAT

SASKATOON

2017

The 50th year in business will be
marked by the opening of a new
operation in greater Victoria on
Vancouver Island.

KELOWNA

VICTORIA
KAMLOOPS
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LESSON FIVE

Involve customers in the business

Establishing and building relationships with customers has always
been a key to Kenroc’s success.
It started in the earliest days with Ken Sexton
visiting new building sites in fresh subdivisions
in Regina. But when you are a contractor buying
truckloads of supplies each week, you have plenty of sales
people who are friendly.

“We like working with Kenroc. We trust their team and
they’ve given us no reason to look elsewhere for business,”
said Steve Schell, principal and general manager of
Hutchings Drywall.

“Business is about people and when you’re dealing with good
people it’s easier to create and maintain lasting relationships.”

Getting it right takes a special skill.

“We need to listen closely to our customers in order to not
only meet their needs, but to exceed their service
requirements,” said Brian McCormick, vice president of
Kenroc.

“Markets are constantly evolving and our customers’ needs
are constantly evolving. Job sites are becoming more
complicated.”

Listening to what’s required on each job site is how Kenroc
is able to deliver to meet the customers’ needs.

There has to be more than friendliness to keep customers
loyal. You’ve got to deliver.

“We must never take for granted our customers. We are able
each day to earn the trust and the business of our customers.
They are our lifeblood and they all have choice as to who will
receive their support,” said Brian Kusisto, president of
Kenroc and all its operating entities.

For Kevin Stanwood, he appreciates that Kenroc never gets
complacent.

“The one big thing about Kenroc is their effort to not only
stay current, but also to be consistent in their effort to
deliver their level of service,” said Stanwood, who is the
president of Winwood Construction Ltd. – Calgary.

He assesses a supplier based on a simple equation.

“Price plus the service equals the value,” said Stanwood, who
has seen value from Kenroc since 1997.

“They are always trying to ensure their pricing and level of
service is top-notch every year. That’s a big reason for their
success. They stay diligent.”

Amrik Karra says that being conscientious is how Kenroc
employees strive to be the best.

“You are trying to always please people as much as you can.
The moment you let your guard down, it’s all going to fall
down,” said Karra, operations manager in Coquitlam.

“As long as you get the job right and be polite, the customers
are happy. When things are wrong, you rectify them as quick
as you can.”

Bruce Bryan

“Every customer wants their
product delivered in a certain
fashion and it’s not always the
same. How does your
customer want the product
put on the job site?” Bruce
Bryan said he’d say to staff.
He worked for Kenroc for
more than 25 years in
Saskatoon, Calgary and
Regina.
“You are not going to know
how to do that unless you
listen to them. Each is unique
in the type of service they
require. You need to
understand that and pay
attention to what they are
saying.”

It’s not just those doing
deliveries that listen closely.
As office manager, Ryan Funk
handles inside sales at the
Kelowna location. He works
Ryan Funk
with every customer who
comes through the door,
making sure to take notes as they discuss the materials they
need. While doing this, he is conscious of the time.
“Guys are in a hurry. They just need their materials to get
back on the job site,” said Funk, which is why he makes sure
those materials are loaded quickly and accurately.
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When it comes to special orders, he learns precisely what

“The customer was both surprised and pleased with this
extra service provided at no cost to him, and remained a
loyal customer for many years,” said Greter, who is the office
manager in Regina.
“This same manager always had the motto ‘Never give our
customers a reason to set foot within the competitors’
doors.’ It is this type of leadership that demonstrated to the
entire staff the expectations of customer service Kenroc
embraces.”
Listening also teaches staff what customers expect of their
relationship.

“The lessons over the years that
customers have taught me is,
one, always be consistent; two,
do what we say we are going to
do; and, three, respect and live
our values,” said Kusisto.

When it comes to special orders, he learns precisely what
they require and why so that he can ensure the right product
is brought in. Those special orders are an opportunity to
gain new knowledge about customer needs, not just in
Kelowna but potentially for other branches as well.

Listening closely to customers teaches Kenroc’s team what it
can improve about its service and what else it could sell.

“If they want it, we should be providing it,” said Kusisto.

Anita Greter recalls how one manager learned a customer was
trying to find a supply of a product not being sold by Kenroc
at the time. He tracked down a supplier and negotiated the
best price, passing on that price to the customer.
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That’s what keeps customers
like Robert Dunlop of A. Clark
Roofing & Siding LP connected
to Kenroc.

“The nice thing about working
with Kenroc is there will always
be hiccups in our business. But when there is an issue, we
work together to resolve those issues,” said Dunlop, from his
office in Edmonton.“You’ve got to earn our business. Kenroc
has met that mandate.”
Anita Greter

“You’ve got to earn our business. Kenroc has
met that mandate.”
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LESSON SIX

Hire employees for their values

In the beginning, the Kenroc team was the Sexton family and
one employee
Vic Winik was one of Kenroc’s first employees.
Winik kept the vehicles running, took orders, made
deliveries and managed the tiny Kenroc yard next to the
railway in Regina. Ken Sexton relied on his talent for sales
and promotion to get customers.
To grow the company, he needed more people.

Sexton hired Bruce Bryan to be the general manager of his
Saskatoon location in 1976.

“Ken was very big on making sure we trained our employees
well to make sure they could do the job to the best of their
abilities,” said Bryan.

This is the second Saskatoon location in 1987.
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Bryan looked for “someone willing to learn, someone willing
to work hard and somebody who’s going to be respectful to
other employees and to customers.”

“Anyone willing to learn can be taught.”

Bryan hired Brian Kusisto, who is today the president of
Kenroc and its operating entities, overseeing about 350

people working at the 16 locations across Western Canada.

“Fit is so important. Fit means they respect the same values

and they buy into our vision of driving to be the best,” said

Kusisto.

That drive to be the best is what is behind a number of
employees progressing from entry-level jobs to senior
positions.

Bruce Barclay started as a helper on a truck in Winnipeg. In
his 32 years with Kenroc, he moved up to being a driver,
then worked on the sales desk before becoming an
operations manager. He became a general manager in three
different locations before being named regional manager
responsible for the Manitoba and Saskatchewan branches.

As a regional manager, his eye is on what needs to be done
so his branches are even better in a couple of years. That
includes having the right equipment, but also the right
people and the right training for them. Training can include
paying for university and other courses that will benefit the
employee and the company as well as internal opportunities
for development.
“We train people for growth,”
said Barclay, who is based in
Winnipeg.

Bruce Barclay

“We look at our warehouse and
delivery staff who have
expressed an interest in growth
and give them an opportunity to
work on the sales desk on a
Saturday for training, for
example.”

Employees who progress help
bring less experienced people
up to speed.

“You always want to train your replacement,” said Barclay.

An employee who is driven and respectful is reliable. Sexton
believes in giving employees freedom and trusting them to
do the right thing, an approach today’s leadership continues.

“Employees will appreciate if they are treated with respect
and if they have an opportunity to grow in the organization,”
said Kusisto.

“We endeavour to recognize them for their performance and
we are quite flexible with our employees in terms of
providing them opportunities where they need it.”

Amrik Karra is grateful for the opportunity Kenroc gave him
in 2010. He was new to Canada and ready to prove himself
to an employer who would give him a chance. Starting as a
delivery specialist, he worked his way up to being operations
manager in Coquitlam. Being given the opportunity to be
himself and grow as much as he can is why he sees a future
with the company.

“When you see a company has employees who have been
here 25 years or longer, then you know it has got to be a
good place to work,” said Karra.

Those who become part of the Kenroc team are rewarded for
helping the business to grow.
“One of the ways we show our
appreciation to employees is
through profit sharing,” said
Brian McCormick, vice
president of Kenroc.

“Every employee of Kenroc,
regardless of tenure,
participates in corporate profit
sharing.”

It is a perk and a recognition
for
their pursuit to always find
Brian McCormick
ways to improve their
performance and the service the company delivers.

“It can be very challenging for employees because it can
always be done better. That is always the ultimate goal,” said
McCormick.
“We absolutely need strong performing employees which
I’m proud to say we have.”

Continually pursuing growth can become a strain if there
isn’t support.

“You can rely on your teammates to pick you up,” said Dave
Vitkauskas, who is tasked with starting Kenroc’s newest
branch in Victoria as its general manager.

“You appreciate there is a lot of expectation but there is the
support that goes along with that expectation.”

Growing the business to what it is today has been a team
effort. The individual efforts and contributions of employees
across the branches have allowed Kenroc to satisfy
customers year in and year out.

“What gives me confidence Kenroc will be around a long
time . . . we’ve certainly weathered through the difficult
times. We’ve managed through those,” said Kusisto.

“Our people are committed to working hard in those
circumstances and if we consistently have that value in front
of us and as long as we do, I think we’ll do fine over the next
50 years.”

“You appreciate there is a lot of
expectation but there is the
support that goes along with
that expectation.”
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LESSON SEVEN

Give credit where it’s due

"You cannot build a business without a market”

Building a company over 50 years is no small feat.
It would be easy for those at Kenroc to think of themselves
as exceptionally smart. Ken Sexton resists the temptation.

opportunity to grow,” said Brian McCormick, vice president
of Kenroc.

Employees are reminded of this. When sales are up, it isn't
because of one person's brilliance. It’s because prices are
rising, the market is strong and Kenroc has listened to and
served its customers’ needs. For 50 years, Western Canada
has been a terrific market.

“It was never about the money for Ken. It was always about
making something better and I believe that has been our
goal since the beginning of this company,” said McCormick.

"You cannot build a business without a market," he said.

"Give credit where credit is due," said Sexton. "One, our
success was because we were in a fantastic market. And two,
our team rose to the occasion.”

Rising to the occasion is something all Kenroc employees are
expected to do. Dave Vitkauskas, one of Kenroc’s newest
employees, must do exactly that to get the company’s newest
branch up and running in Victoria. Just a few months in on
the job, he is ready to generate sales. His tactics are
reminiscent of what Ken did in his earliest days.

The example set by Sexton was one others in the company
recognize and could adopt.

That success started small – a single location on North
Railway in Regina 50 years ago. It has grown to encompass
16 locations spread across Western Canada. A commitment
to meet and exceed the expectations of all customers,
regardless of size or needs, has persisted.

“Offer old-fashioned service. You acknowledge people by
name. If they have an issue, you address it. If you need to get
back to them, you get back to them,” said Vitkauskas, just
moments after meeting with a potential new customer.

“Be interested and engaged in their business. Go see them in
their office or on their job site or another place where they
feel free to talk about business. You just need to care about
your customer’s business.”

“The customer always has choice. They can vote with their
feet if you don’t give them the service,” said Vitkauskas.

Listening to customers to truly understand their needs and
to help them prosper is how Kenroc has been successful this
long. Employees at Kenroc embrace that approach.

“The credit for growing the business simply belongs to the
people,” said Brian Kusisto, president of Kenroc and all its
operating entities.

Others would give Sexton and Kusisto kudos for their
leadership being a factor in the company’s achievements.

“What I’ve seen in both those individuals is a commitment
to the industry, a commitment to employees, and a
commitment to customers and strong values, executed each
and every day. That’s who I would say has given us the
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Brian Kusisto and Ken Sexton at the grand
opening in Winnipeg in 1985.

The primary lesson learned at
Kenroc? Strive to “be the best.”
It’s what they trust will carry
them forward another 50 years.
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They are reasons to celebrate!

Events are being held by each of Kenroc’s branches during 2017 to celebrate with
customers and employees.

Kenroc hopes each guest at these events feels their importance to the company’s
success now and in the future is recognized. It’s an evening to enjoy one another’s
company and to reflect on the work we have done together.

50th

Thank you for joining KENROC for its

anniversary year of celebration!

Fifty years ago, the opportunity to do something
new and better became clear.
Providing superior service to the emerging drywall contractor trade was the focus
of a new business that Ken Sexton started in Regina on April 10, 1967. He named
his venture Kenroc.

C O N T E S T

E V E N T S

Anniversaries are more than milestones.

That year, there was a new -- and intriguing -- car on the market. Chevrolet saw the
opportunity to do something better and also went for it, building up excitement for months
before finally bringing its new car to the public. Buyers lined up to get the car whose
name suggested the “comradeship of a good friend” – the 1967 Chevy Camaro.
Today, Kenroc has grown to 16 locations across Western Canada by never taking its eye
off of the goal of providing superior service. Meanwhile, the Camaro has driven its way
into the hearts and minds of collectors and admirers who appreciate its performance,
appearance and comfort.
To celebrate 50 years of business, Kenroc
is proud to award one very lucky customer
this 1967 Chevrolet Camaro SS.
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S C H O L A R S H I P
Fifty years ago, Ken Sexton had a vision
for the future.
He invested in that future by selling the family cottage and then
borrowing as much as he possibly could to start KENROC.
Then he went to work, using his talent for sales and promotion to get customers. He staked his future on
being the best at what he did – specializing in supplying drywall to the emerging drywall trade. He
committed to delivering superior performance.

Today we know students and families look at investing in post-secondary education as the start of a bright
future. It takes hard work and dedication to be accepted into these programs. Kenroc would like to nurture
that determination to be the best.

To celebrate its 50 years of being in business, Kenroc is acknowledging students who demonstrate a
value held by employees of the company.

That value is to be driven by our goals for superior performance.

Five academic scholarships valued at $1,000 each are being awarded in 2017 and every year after to
students pursuing a post-secondary education. These students are Kenroc employees or their immediate
family members.
Here’s to seeing what these students will accomplish over the next 50 years!

Supporting the communities in which Kenroc grows and
prospers is a cherished value of the company.

This value is demonstrated each year by Kenroc through its commitment to donate 1 per cent of its
profits to charitable organizations in the communities where it operates.

Over the past 30 years, Kenroc has donated more than $1.5 million to numerous worthy causes.
In 2017, for its 50th anniversary year, Kenroc has increased its commitment to charitable giving by
$50,000.
Staff in each of its locations across Western Canada are selecting charitable organizations to receive a
donation from Kenroc during this milestone year.

C H A R I T A B L E

G I V I N G
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